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Abstract Llli 

The Mars 2001 Odyssey Orbiter successfully com- Lllip 

pleted the aerobraking phase of its mission on January 
11, 2002. This paper discusses the support provided by t1 V 
NASA's Langley Research Center to the navigation 
team at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the planning h. 
and operational support of Mars Odyssey Aerobraking. 
Specifically, the development of a three-degree-of-hp 

freedom aerobraking trajectory simulation and its appli-
cation to pre-flight planning activities as well as opera- hs 
tions is described. The importance of running the simu-
lation,in a Monte Carlo fashion to capture the effects of Q REF 

mission and atmospheric uncertainties is demonstrated, 
and the utility of including predictive logic within the Q PER 

simulation that could mimic operational maneuver deci-
sion-making is shown. A description is also provided of P 
how the simulation was adapted to support flight opera-
tions as both a validation and risk reduction tool and as Po 
a means of obtaining a statistical basis for maneuver 
strategy decisions. This latter application was the first (J 

use of Monte Carlo trajectory analysis in an aerobrak-
ing mission. 

Nomenclature 
VATM 

a Angle of attack, deg 

Sideslip angle, deg 

Altitude change, km 

Periapsis Altitude Change, km 

Velocity change, mls 

Apoapsis, altitude, km 

Periapsis altitude, km 

Scale height, km 

Reference heat rate, W/cm2 

Periapsis heat rate, W/cm2 

density, kg/km3 

reference density, kg/krn3 

Standard deviation of density 
scale factor 

Dust opacity factor 

Velocity relative to 
atmosphere, mls 

Introduction 

CA Axial Force Coefficient 

CN Normal Force Coefficient 
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On May 28, 2002 a NASA press release heralded 
the 2001 Mars Odyssey Orbiter's discovery of vast 
quantities of water ice located beneath the surface of 
Mars in expansive areas surrounding the planet's south 
pole.1 This important finding, which may help deter
mine what happened to the abundant water that once 
flowed upon the Martian surface as well as set the di
rection of future Mars exploration missions, marked 
NASA's successful return to Mars following the loss of 
the Mars Climate Orbiter and Mars Polar Lander mis
sions in 1999. 

After those well-publicized failures, NASA refo
cused its planetary exploration strategy and adopted a 
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more extensive risk management style. The first mis
sion to fly under this new approach was the 2001 Mars 
Odyssey Orbiter, which incorporated many risk
reduction measures that were derived from internal pro
ject assessments and external review boards. One of the 
actions taken by the project management team at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) was to conduct an inde
pendent verification of Mars aero braking, one of the 
highest risk segments of the mission. To perform this 
independent analysis, NASA's Langley Research Cen
ter (LaRC) developed a three-degree-of-freedom 
(3DOF) flight simulation of the aero braking phase of 
the mission. In addition to independently verifying 
analysis that had already been conducted, the simula
tion was used by NASA LaRC to perfornl numerous 
trade studies throughout the pre-flight planning stage of 
the mission and to support the decision-making process 
during flight operations. 

The Mars Odyssey Orbiter, which is shown in its 
aerobraking configuration in Fig. 1, arrived at Mars on 
October 24, 2001 following a seven-month interplane
tary cruise and was initially propulsively inserted into 
an 18.6-hour elliptical orbit. After four orbits in which 
the spacecraft systems were verified, Odyssey com
menced a 77-day aerobraking phase where the space
craft made 332 successive drag passes through the Mar
tian atmosphere to non-propulsively reduce its orbit 
period to the roughly 1.8-hour period required for the 
mapping phase of the mission. The propellant savings 
obtained from using aerobraking reduced the required 
mass of the spacecraft by more than 200 kg, which sig
nificantly lowered launch costs by enabling the use of a 
Delta II class launch vehicle. Aerobraking was com
pleted in January 2002, and Odyssey's two-and-a-half 
year mapping mission began just over a month later 
after four small maneuvers were performed to finalize 
the science orbit. 

The aero braking phase was considered the most 
hazardous part of Odyssey's mission. To initiate aero
braking, the periapsis altitude of the initial capture orbit 
was lowered from 292-km to a point within the Martian 
atmosphere, thus removing energy from the space
craft's trajectory for a brief segment of each orbit and 
incrementally shrinking its orbit to the proper size re
quired for its mapping mission. Without aero braking 
additional fuel would have been needed to provide a 
1.08 km/s ~ V to propulsively slow the spacecraft down. 
The risk enters into aero braking because the friction 
from the atmosphere that depletes orbital energy also 
causes surface temperatures to rise on the spacecraft. 
For Odyssey, this problem was compounded by the 
difficulty in accurately predicting the atmospheric con-
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ditions on Mars. This difficulty was due to the uncer
tainty in the atmospheric dynamics that produce orbit
to-orbit variability that is not predicted by current at
mospheric models. Therefore, Odyssey's trajectory had 
to be closely monitored on each orbit and occasionally 
adjusted to control how deep Odyssey penetrated into 
the Martian atmosphere. Too deep and temperatures on 
the spacecraft could exceed the thermal limits of the 
solar arrays, too shallow, and the aerobraking mission 
element could drag on for months, keeping the orbit 
from being aligned properly for the science mission. 
The periodic adjustments were made by performing 
small, propulsive aerobraking trim maneuvers (ABMs) 
at apoapsis to raise or lower the periapsis altitude de
pending on the predicted behavior of the spacecraft 
over the next day's orbits. 

A significant amount of planning was required for 
establishing the operational strategies and guidelines 
used to monitor and control Odyssey during aerobrak
ing. The purpose of this paper is to describe the aero
braking simulation that was developed for Mars Odys
sey mission planning, demonstrate how it was used to 
provide data to the project prior to launch to aid in deci
sion making, discuss its function as a testbed for screen
ing operational strategies during pre-flight planning, 
and show how it was adapted to assist the project team 
in making daily operational decisions while the space
craft was aerobraking. Since much of the workload dur
ing operations involved deciding whether or not ABMs 
were needed to adjust Odyssey's closest approach alti
tude, it was imperative that a representative form of the 
operational decision-making logic be included in the 
simulation to truly understand how changes in strategy 
would affect the various trajectory parameters. Also, in 
the pre-flight planning stage of the mission it was dis
covered that small perturbations due to modeling uncer
tainties prevented the accurate prediction of many of 
these parameters when only a single aero braking simu
lation was run. Consequently, it was necessary to run 
the simulation in a Monte Carlo fashion using a range 
of input uncertainties to deduce the mean and standard 
deviation of the variables of interest. Not only was this 
approach used extensively during mission planning 
prior to launch, but it also marked the first time that 
Monte Carlo analysis was used to support flight opera
tions for an aerobraking mission. By having a com
pletely independent simulation with these capabilities, 
it was possible to provide the JPL-led navigation team 
with a continuous validation of their results, as well as 
an additional analysis tool that gave a probabilistic ba
sis for making maneuver decisions and a means of as
sessing how operational strategy affected aero braking 
progress. 
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Approach 

Simulation Development 

During the pre-flight planning stage of the 2001 
Mars Odyssey Mission, a three-degree-of-freedom 
(3DOF) simulation of the entire aero braking phase of 
the mission was developed using the Program to Opti
mize Simulated Trajectories (POST)2 This program is a 
widely used trajectory simulation and optimization tool 
that has been employed in the design, analysis and op
erational support of other planetary exploration mis
sions, including Mars Pathfmder.3 POST was the ideal 
tool for performing this analysis because it could be 
easily modified by an experienced user to include non
standard trajectory models that made the simulation 
more accurate. In addition, the program's adaptability 
proved invaluable for modeling logic within the mis
sion simulation that mimicked operational decision
making, a capability that enabled rapid screening of 
various maneuver control strategies that were consid
ered for use during aero braking operations. 

POST was used to integrate the 3DOF equations of 
motion for the complete aerobraking trajectory. The 
nominal orbital elements used to initialize the simula
tion are shown in Table 1. An initial periapsis altitude 
was not specified in the table because it varied from 
case to case, and was generally chosen so that the peak 
heat rate of the first drag pass was within a predeter
mined range. The initial orbit had a range of initial 
apoapsis altitudes that were considered in the aerobrak
ing trade studies prior to flight because the precise pe
riod of the capture orbit following the Mars orbits inser
tion (MOl) maneuver was not known. The uncertainty 
arose because the insertion maneuver was terminated 
when the oxidizer used to power the main engine was 
depleted, and the exact amount of oxidizer available for 
MOl was not known in advance.4 

A typical simulation began at the apoapsis state 
prior to the start of main phase aerobraking and in
cluded several hundred passes through the atmosphere, 
each gradually removing orbital energy until the apoap
sis altitude was reduced to 400 km. During each orbit 
the effect of gravity (from both Mars and the Sun), at
mospheric drag and aero braking trim maneuvers were 
modeled. The equations of motion were integrated us
ing a fixed step 4th order Runge-Kutta (RK4) integrator 
inside the atmosphere with a I-second time step and a 
variable step Krogh integrator outside the atmosphere.5 

When compared to an independent simulation gener
ated with the JPL code, DPTRAJ, the KroghIRK4 inte
gration scheme used in POST was shown to produce 
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Table 1. Orbital elements used to initialize POST 
aerobraking simulation 

Initial Condition 

Apoapsis, Ian 

Inclination, deg 

Longitude of Ascending 
Nodes, deg 

Argument of Peri apsis, deg 

True Anomaly, deg 

Nominal 
Value 

25,000 - 30,000 

93.410 

28.0973 

110.6018 

180 

differences of less than 0.1 m in position and 0.1 mmls 
in velocity for a test simulation of a completely exoat
mospheric orbit integrated for a duration of nine days. 
The close agreement between the two test simulations 
suggested that the numerical errors in the POST aero
braking simulation were well within the expected level 
of error from other, less certain models (e.g., atmos
phere, aerodynamics, etc.). 

The aero braking phase of the mission was divided 
into four segments: walkin, main phase, end game and 
walkout. Each of these segments had a different con
straint that limited how far into the Martian atmosphere 
the spacecraft could penetrate. During walkin, the peri
apsis altitude of the spacecraft was gradually lowered in 
7 predetermined steps over the course of 12 orbits from 
the initial capture orbit value of 292 km to 111 km, 
which was well within the sensible region of the upper 
Martian atmosphere. This careful transition to aerobrak
ing altitudes was performed because of the known un
certainty in density predictions from the current Mars 
atmospheric models and the fact that no atmospheric 
data had eyer been taken during winter in the northern 
latitudes, which was the season and location where Od
yssey would be performing most of its aero braking 
passes. It was difficult to model the walkin phase of the 
mission because the maneuver decisions were so sub
jective and depended upon the latest atmospheric ob
servations. Consequently, simulations used for mission 
planning purposes were often initiated at Main Phase, 
immediately after walkin. 

During the main phase segment of aerobraking, the 
limiting constraint on the spacecraft's periapsis altitude 
was the peak heat rate. That is, for each drag pass the 
maximum heat rate encountered by the spacecraft had 
to be within a predetermined heating control corridor 
that was related to the material temperature limits of the 
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vehicle. For trajectory calculations the corridor was 
parameterized in terms of a reference-heating indicator: 

(1) 

A representative corridor is shown in Fig. 2. The upper 
corridor limit was chosen to ensure that there would be 
sufficient margin to prevent the spacecraft thermal lim
its from being violated in the event of a worst-case 
spike in density. Typically the amount of margin was 
set at 80-100% of the flight allowable limit (e.g, 80% 
margin was a factor of 1.8 less than the flight allowable 
limit), which was based on the am~unt of orbit-to-o~bit 
variability that was observed dunng the aerobrakmg 
phase of the Mars Global Surveyor mission.6 The 
placement of the upper corridor was als? import~t 
because it affected the duration of aerobrakmg. That IS, 

when a more conservative approach to aero braking was 
taken by adding margin and lowering the upper corridor 
limit, larger atmospheric density perturbations could be 
tolerated, but less energy was removed during each 
drag pass and the total duration of aerobraking in
creased. 

During mission plarming the POST simulation was 
used extensively to determine how various corridor 
control strategies affected the duration of the aerobrak
ing phase, which was important for a number o! re~
sons. First, it was desirable to complete aerobrakmg m 
the fewest possible number of orbits since there was a 
certain amount of risk associated with each drag pass. 
Reducing aerobraking orbits became a prime considera
tion during flight, when the POST simulation was used 
to estimate how many aero braking orbits could be 
eliminated by adopting more aggressive maneuver 
strategies. Aerobraking duration was also important 
because the alignment of the spacecraft's orbit became 
less favorable for power collection the longer that aero
braking continued. As time passed, the local true solar 
time (L TST) of the orbit's descending equator crossing 
decreased by 1-2 min/day due to the motion of Mars 
about the sun. As the L TST fell, the time that the 
spacecraft's solar arrays were shawdowed by Mars .on 
each orbit grew longer. If the L TST of the descendmg 
node decreased below 2:00 PM, the power degradation 
due to the increasing duration of the solar occultations 
would be unacceptable. Thus, the final L TST was an 
important factor in establishing the upper bound of the 
corridor. For mission planning the final LTST limit was 
set at 2:18 PM in order to provide additional margin in 
the event of a major dust storm or other unplanned in
terruption of aerobraking. 
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The other defining feature of the heating control 
corridor was its width, which established its lower 
bound. The corridor width affected aero braking dura
tion because a narrower corridor kept the peak heat rate 
on each orbit closer to the top of the heating control 
corridor where the aero braking altitudes were lowest 
and the most energy could be safely removed from each 
orbit. However, decreasing the width of the corridor 
tended to increase the ABM frequency since more 
ABMs were needed to adjust the trajectory to stay 
within the more constraining (narrower) corridor. The 
desire to reduce aerobraking duration and maximize the 
final L TST by narrowing the corridor had to be bal
anced with the need to avoid an excessively high ABM 
frequency. Consequently, the corridor width was ulti
mately selected to meet the project goal of performing 
no more than 20-30 ABMS over the course of aerobrak
ing. 

In the two remaining phases of aero braking, end
game and walkout, different constraints limited the 
depth of the drag passes, but the same corridor philoso
phy was used to control the spacecraft's trajectory. Dur
ing endgame, the duration of the drag passes were 
longer and consequently the total integrated heat load of 
the vehicle over a drag pass became the limiting con
straint. The corridor was lowered during this part of 
aero braking to ensure that the heat load constraint was 
satisfied (see Fig. 2). Walkout, as the name suggests, 
was the part of the mission where odyssey was gradu
ally raised out of the atmosphere prior to aero braking 
termination. During walkout the spacecraft's orbit life
time was the constraint that limited how far the space
craft could dip into the atmosphere. The project man
dated that the spacecraft always have at least a 24-hr 
lifetime, which was defined as the time it took for the 
apoapsis altitude to decay to 300 km if contact was lost 
with the spacecraft and no ABMs could be performed. 
Near the end of walkout when the orbit period was less 
than 2 hours, an orbit with a 24-hr lifetime had to be 
capable of making as many as 13 drag passes without a 
periapsis adjustment. Thus, it was typical during this 
part of aero braking for an ABM to be performed each 
day. The transition from endgame to walkout occurred 
when the apoapsis altitude was roughly 1500 km, which 
was the typical altitude where it was possible to meet 
the integrated heat load constraint that was dominant 
during endgame and not have a 24-hr lifetime. As in 
endgame, the lifetime constraint was parameterized as a 
heat rate limit, which was reflected in the heating con
trol corridor used in the POST simulation. 
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Corridor Control 

In the 3DOF POST simulation when a violation of 
the upper corridor limit was predicted, a small impul
sive aerobraking trim maneuver would be performed at 
apoapsis to raise the spacecraft's periapsis altitude, re
sulting in lower heat rates on subsequent drag passes 
and a lower position within the corridor. Likewise, 
when a lower corridor violation was predicted, an ABM 
was performed to lower the periapsis altitude, thus rais
ing the position within the corridor and increasing the 
rate of aero braking since more energy would be re
moved from each orbit. During flight operations actual 
maneuver decisions were more subjective and observed 
short-term changes in atmospheric variability were of
ten taken into account. Consequently, the heating con
trol corridor was used more as a guide during opera
tions, and predicted violations did not always result in 
ABMs being performed. 

Keeping the spacecraft within the corridor required 
continuous monitoring and prediction of future behav
ior since the peak reference heat rate often fluctuated 
significantly from one orbit to the next. These fluctua
tions were almost entirely due to variations in atmos
pheric density caused by changes in periapsis altitude 
and inherent atmospheric variability. Changes of as 
much as 1.5 km in periapsis altitude could occur be
tween successive orbits because of gravitational pertur
bations. Since the Mars gravitational field is known to a 
high level of precision, these altitude changes could be 
accurately predicted in advance. Much harder to predict 
were the large variations in density that were independ
ent of altitude and have been known to occur through
out the atmosphere of Mars, especially above 75 km.? 
For atmospheric modeling within the 3DOF POST 
simulation, this density variability was divided into two 
components, a random part representing variation due 
to weather processes that can not be predicted in ad
vance, and a longitudinally dependent term that ac
counted for the existence of density waves, which had 
been observed at aero braking altitudes during the Mars 
Global Surveyor (MGS) mission.8 The contribution of 
this longitudinally dependent component to the overall 
density variability was frequently substantial since Od
yssey's aerobraking orbit was nearly polar and the lon
gitude of periapsis often varied significantly from one 
orbit to the next. 

None of these orbit-to-orbit changes in density 
were biased in any direction, and the density was just as 
likely to rise on the next orbit as it was to fall. The lack 
of bias was due to the random element of atmospheric 
variability, as well as to the fact that the orbit period 
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was decreasing throughout aero braking and the regions 
of the atmosphere and gravity field through which the 
spacecraft passed were continuously changing. Al
though changes in heat rate due to density fluctuations 
between orbits were unbiased, there were trends in heat 
rate over mUltiple orbits that were caused by a natural 
drift in periapsis altitude due to the oblateness of Mars. 
In other words, even if the peri apsis radius remained 
constant over a series of orbits, the oblateness-induced 
precession of the argument of periapsis caused the lati
tude of peri apsis to shift and the altitude to vary be
cause of the oblate shape of Mars. This effect tended to 
cause the heat rate to naturally decrease during the first 
part of aero braking when the periapsis point moved 
northward towards the pole, and increase after passage 
of the pole, when periapsis began to move southward. 

Each time a predicted corridor violation triggered 
an ABM in the POST simulation, the magnitude of the 
maneuver was determined to take advantage of the 
natural drift in periapsis altitude. That meant perform
ing maneuvers that moved the adjusted trajectory high 
in the corridor early in th.e mission before periapsis 
moved over the pole, and low in the corridor for the rest 
of the mission. This same strategy was employed dur
ing operations to keep the adjusted trajectory within the 
corridor for as long as possible in order to reduce the 
ABM frequency. 

Simulation Models 

A number of mission-specific models were incor
porated into the 3DOF simulation to increase its accu
racy and realism for use during mission planning and 
flight operations. Outside the atmosphere, gravity was 
the principal force that affected the 3DOF trajectory, 
since effects due to solar radiation pressure were found 
to have a negligible effect on the 3DOF aero braking 
trajectory and were therefore ignored. Mars' gravity 
was modeled using the JPL MGS75E gravity field.9 

Even though the this model included terms up to a de
gree and order of75, a truncated version that only made 
use of the terms up to a degree and order of 20 was em
ployed in the POST simulation because the computa
tional time required to perform a simulation decreased 
significantly without a noticeable change in accuracy. 
The third-body effect of the sun was also modeled since 
it made a noticeable effect during the first 50-60 orbits 
of aero braking when the orbit period was fairly large. 

For altitude calculations the planet Mars was mod
eled as a biaxial ellipsoid with the same ellipsoid radii 
that were used to parameterize the atmospheric proper
ties in the Mars-GRAM atmospheric model (discussed 
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below). In addition, the planetary rotation rate was set 
as 350.891983 deglEarth day, which was taken from 
Ref. 10. Finally, solar position vectors, used for LTST 
calculations and determination of the third-body effect 
of the sun, were computed using an analytic ephemeris 
developed at NASA's Johnson Space Center that em
ploys Van Flandem's low precision formulae. II 

For simulation of flight within the atmosphere an 
aerodynamic database was developed to provide force 
and moment coefficients for a range of vehicle attitudes 
and atmospheric densities that were expected to be en
countered during aero braking. The database utilized in 
the POST 3DOF simulation was created by applying 
free molecular and direct simulation Monte Carlo 
(DSMC) computational fluid dynamic techniques to a 
high fidelity geometry model of the spacecraft.12 These 
methods are ideal for aerothermodynamic analysis of 
flight vehicles in rarefied transitional flow regimes such 
as the upper atmosphere of Mars, where all of Odys
sey's drag passes were performed. The database that 
was developed provided predictions of the force and 
moment coefficients for angles-of-attack and sideslip 
between ±60 deg. The moment coefficients were used 
in the 3DOF simulation to determine the angle-of
attack and sideslip at each time step that resulted in a 
trimmed vehicle orientation, with the static pitching and 
yawing moments about the center-of-gravity equal to 
zero. The functional dependence of the axial coefficient 
on density is shown in Fig. 3 for a = ~ = 0 deg, which 
was close to a typical trimmed attitude of the spacecraft 
at periapsis. The reference area associated with the 
LaRC aerodynamic database was 11.14 m2 (based on 
the projected area of the solar arrays) and the moment 
reference length used to dimensionalize the pitching 
and yawing moments was 5.43 m. Uncertainties in the 
aerodynamic modeling were also determined for use in 
the Monte Carlo analysis, which will be discussed in a 
later section. 

The Mars Global Reference Atmospheric Model 
(Mars-GRAM) was used to model the atmospheric den
sity in the POST simulation. Mars-GRAM is an engi
neering model of the Martian atmosphere that synthe
sizes the results of state-of-the-art global circulation 
models, which have been calibrated using data obtained 
from previous missions including MGS, Viking and 
Pathfinder. 13,14 

Within the POST simulation the density was up
dated by Mars-GRAM at each time step and was a 
function of the altitude, date, latitude and longitude of 
spacecraft. The atmospheric interface altitude (above 
which vacuum conditions are assumed, and below 
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which atmospheric properties are computed) was de
fined as 170 krn because accelerometer data from the 
MGS mission showed that sensitivity to the atmosphere 
was insignificant above 170 km.lS Another significant 
input was the dust opacity, 't, which is a measure of the 
background dust level of the Martian atmosphere (dust 
level increases with larger values of't). As the back
ground dust level goes up, the atmosphere expands in 
response to dust-induced atmospheric heating, and the 
density increases at aero braking altitudes. In the simula
tion 't was assumed to remain constant throughout 
aerobraking and had a nominal value of 1.0. 

The POST simulation was used extensively for un
derstanding the differences between different versions 
of Mars-GRAM. The Mars-GRAM 2000 (MG2K) ver
sion of the model was selected as the official atmos
pheric model for use on the Mars Odyssey Project and 
was employed in the POST simulation for much of the 
pre-flight planning activities and all of flight operations. 
One reason that MG2K was chosen was the ease in 
which it could be altered to reflect observed atmos
pheric phenomena, through the use of a seasonally de
pendent height offset and a longitude dependent density 
wave model. For Odyssey mission planning a longitude 
dependent wave (LDW) model was constructed that 
provided a least-squares fit to the data obtained during 
MGS aerobraking. 16 Engineering judgment was used to 
extend the MGS data, which was taken primarily at 
southern latitudes, to the northern latitudes where Od
yssey aerobraking was to take place by assuming that 
wave activity was symmetric at the poles. The resulting 
wave-3 (3 wave peaks over 0 to 360 longitude range) 
LDW model had amplitude and phase coefficients that 
were a function of latitude. In the POST simulation 
these coefficients were updated at the beginning of each 
drag pass and were assumed to remain constant for the 
duration of the pass. The coefficients were used to cal
culate a multiplier that was applied to the density com
puted by MG2K. The variation of the LDW-derived 
wave multiplier in the region of Mars Odyssey aero
braking is shown in Fig. 4. 

A final model that was instrumental in making the 
POST simulation an effective tool for aerobraking de
sign and planning was the ABM decision-making logic. 
The logic implemented in the simulation was intended 
to mimic the method in which ABM decisions would be 
made during operations as well as the timing constraints 
that would restrict when maneuvers could be per
formed. During operations the decision to perform an 
ABM was typically based upon predictions of future 
spacecraft behavior. Also, only one ABM could be per
formed per day since the decision involved a significant 
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amount of analysis that was presented and discussed at 
daily program-wide planning meetings. In addition, 
ABMs could only be performed on the last apoapsis of 
a command sequence (called a slot) so that the maneu
ver could be factored into orbit determination predic
tions, which were only generated once per sequence. 
The number of orbits in the command sequence was a 
function of how many drag passes occurred during the 
sequence,and increased throughout aero braking due to 
the declining orbit period. Early in aerobraking when 
the orbit period was greater than 12 hours there was 
typically only one slot per planning period, but by the 
end of aerobraking there were as many as 5 slots in a 
24-hr interval. 

To model this process within an aero braking mis
sion simulation, a predictive technique was developed 
and employed within POST that determined when an 
ABM had to be performed in order to prevent future 
corridor violations. This decision-making logic was 
implemented in a way that ensured compliance with the 
various timing constraints that would be active during 
operations. The process began when the simulation 
reached the first ABM opportunity (slot) in a 24-hr 
planning period. To determine how the trajectory 
would behave if an ABM was not performed, the mis
sion simulation was paused, and a separate, secondary 
simulation was spawned and propagated forward, with
out a maneuver, to the first slot in the next planning 
period. The peak heat rates at each drag pass in the 
spawned case were compared to both the upper and 
lower bounds of the heating control corridor, and if one 
was exceeded, a maneuver was scheduled in the main 
simulation at the first slot before the predicted viola
tion. In the event that both an upper and lower corridor 
violation were detected, a periapsis-raise maneuver was 
implemented to avoid the breach in the upper corridor 
limit. When an ABM was required, the information 
from the spawned case was also used to size the ma
neuver magnitude so that the maximum heat rate over 
the 24-hr prediction interval was at an appropriate loca
tion within the corridor. As in operations, this location 
was chosen to take advantage of the natural altitude 
drift, and was thus placed 80% of the way between the 
bottom and top of the corridor early in the mission 
when the periapsis was moving northward, and at the 
40% level when it was moving southward after passage 
over the pole. When the simulation reached walkout 
this procedure had to be modified since the required 
maneuver magnitude could not be accurately deter
mined from the single spawned simulation that was 
performed without an ABM, because at this point in the 
mission, there were 12 or more orbits in a planning pe
riod, and the effect that a maneuver performed early in 
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the planning interval had on drag passes near the end of 
the interval was nonlinear. Consequently, the required 
maneuver magnitude had to be determined iteratively 
by spawning additional simulations that included the 
ABM. 

Monte Carlo Analysis 

The POST 3DOF simulation discussed in this pa
per was originally developed as an independent valida
tion of an earlier simulation that was used to perform 
initial Odyssey aero braking studies. During this stage of 
mission planning, a simplified maneuver logic scheme 
was employed where maneuvers were performed if the 
peak heat rate of the previous drag pass had violated the 
heating control corridor. Generally, results from both 
simulations compared well, but there were significant 
differences in the predicted amount of t1 V required for 
ABMs. In the examination of differences, it was dis
covered that running a single simulation was not ade
quate for obtaining an accurate estimate of ABM t1 V 
usage. The reason had to do with the implementation of 
the corridor-based ABM logic, in which only one cross
ing of a heating rate bound was needed to force the 
execution of a maneuver. As a result, small differences 
between the two simulations, from modeling uncertain
ties or even numerical errors, could lead to situations 
where a heating limit was just barely exceeded in one 
simulation, but not in the other. In such an instance, a 
maneuver would only be performed in the simulation 
that had the violation, and beyond that point, the tr!\iec
tories would differ significantly and have very different 
maneuver histories. 

An example of this effect can be seen in Fig. 5, 
which shows a comparison of the peak heat rate from 
two slightly different simulations for the first 50 orbits. 
The only difference between the two cases is that in 
one, the atmospheric interface altitude was set at 170 
km, and in the other the atmospheric model was always 
active. Even though the atmospheric density is negligi
ble above 170 km, it was not zero, and therefore slight 
differences built up between the two cases until orbit 
20, when a maneuver was triggered by a heating indica
tor violation in one simulation but not in the other. Af
ter this point the trajectories varied significantly, and 
ultimately there was a difference of 2.5 mls in the pre
dicted ABM t1 V usage, -10% of the total. 

The large disparity in the results of these two cases 
indicated that for long-term aero braking simulations 
employing corridor-based ABM logic, small perturba
tions due to numerical modeling could cause significant 
changes in the predicted values of certain parameters 
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like ABM 11 V usage. Furthermore, if only a single tra
jectory simulation was performed, the effect of known 
modeling uncertainties could not be ascertained. There
fore the POST simulation was modified so that it could 
be implemented in a Monte Carlo analysis. Running the 
simulation in this fashion captured the coupling of the 
various uncertainties, thus enabling the true variance of 
the key aerobraking parameters to be determined. The 
Monte Carlo simulation that was ultimately developed 
became a valuable tool that was used during pre-flight 
planning, to evaluate a range of aerobraking design 
options, and throughout operations, to help make ma
neuver decisions and assess the progress made towards 
meeting the final L TST constraint. 

For each Monte Carlo analysis, 1000 simulations 
were run in which dispersions were randomly applied to 
the aerodynamic force coefficients and the atmospheric 
density. Computational constraints prevented the use of 
more than 1000 samples, since a single aerobraking 
trajectory, which typically encompassed 300-500 drag 
passes, took approximately 45 minutes of CPU time on 
a 400 MHz Silicon Graphics Origin 2000 processor. 
Running only 1000 samples produced reasonable statis
tics since fluctuations in the mean and standard devia
tion of the various trajectory parameters of interest had 
stabilized by that point. 

The only quantities that were dispersed in the 
Monte Carlo analysis were those that influenced the 
atmospheric flight of the vehicle, since the effect of 
these uncertainties overwhelmed any uncertainty in the 
initial state or the gravity field, which is well known. A 
description of the dispersed quantities is listed in Table 
2. The three aerodynamic force coefficients were as
sumed to be uncorrelated and normally distributed 
about their nominal values with a standard deviation of 
15%. Uncertainties in atmospheric density were parti
tioned into both large and small-scale components. The 
large-scale component was the background dust level 
(opacity) of the atmosphere, which tended to increase 
the density uniformly at all altitudes as the atmosphere 
became dustier. For each simulation in the Monte Carlo 
analysis a different value of 1: was selected from a uni
form distribution ranging from 0.3 (low dust) to 1.6 
(high dust), and kept constant for the duration of the 
simulation. Short-scale dispersions were also applied to 
the atmospheric density to model the orbit-to-orbit fluc
tuations that had been encountered during MGS 
aero braking. These variations were implemented by 
varying the constant term in the MGS-derived LDW 
model. A new constant was selected at the beginning of 
each drag pass that acted as a scale factor, either 
amplifying or diminishing the density beyond the value 
derived from Mars-GRAM that included the effects of 
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Mars-GRAM that included the effects of the LDW and 
dust opacity. The standard deviation of the density scale 
factor (nominally set to 21%) was varied throughout 
mission planning to assess the affect of different levels 
of orbit-to-orbit density variations on the aerobraking 
design. Also, during operations this parameter was 
modified to reflect the observed level of atmospheric 
variability . 

Table 2. Input uncertainties implemented in Monte
Carlo analysis 

Quantity Nominal Distribution One standard 
Value deviation or 

minimax 

CA multiplier 1.0 Gaussian ±5% 

CN multiplier 1.0 Gaussian ±5% 

Cy multiplier 1.0 Gaussian ±5% 

density scale 1.0 Gaussian ±2l % 
factor 

:r, dust opacity 1.0 Uniform 0.3/1.6 

Results and Discussion 

Pre-flight Planning 

In the months prior to arrival at Mars, the POST 
3DOF simulation was used to perform numerous trade 
studies and analyses that impacted many aspects of the 
mission design and flight preparation. Issues relating to 
aero braking strategy such as the size and placement of 
the heating control corridor, the effect of changing the 
thermal limit lines and the efficacy of various ABM 
decision-making schemes were frequently assessed by 
modeling the option within the POST simulation and 
performing a Monte Carlo analysis to evaluate its effect 
upon a number of trajectory parameters, including the 
final local true solar time, number of maneuvers and 
number of drag passes. In addition, similar analyses 
were performed to understand how atmospheric charac
teristics such as scale height and orbit-to-orbit variabil
ity affected the aerobraking trajectory, and results from 
these studies facilitated the selection of Mars-GRAM 
2000 as the official atmospheric model for the project. 
The capability to perform realistic mission simulations 
that accounted for various mission uncertainties Some 
highlights of these pre-flight analyses are presented 
here to demonstrate the capabilities of the simulation 
and the type of results that were generated in the 
months leading up to aerobraking. 

Immediately after Mars Orbit Insertion but prior to 
the initiation of main phase aerobraking, a nominal 
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mission Monte Carlo analysis was performed to esti
mate the duration of the aerobraking phase and project 
the final local true solar time. The simulation was initi
ated at the projected post-walkin apoapsis altitude, 
which corresponded to an initial orbit period of l8-hr. 
The results from this nominal mission Monte Carlo 
analysis were the first post-MOl predictions of condi
tions at the end of aero braking and are summarized in 
Table 3. Nominal aerobraking termination (when ha 
was reduced to 400 km) was estimated to occur be
tween January 2 and January 23, and the I-percentile 
low value of the final L TST was 2:43 PM, which was 
still 25 min. above the 2: 18 PM power degradation 
limit. The ability to calculate the 1 and 99-percentile 
values of these quantities was especially important be
cause the simulation utilized atmospheric models (for 
longitude-dependent density waves and orbit-to-orbit 
variability) that were constructed from MGS data, 
which was obtained during a different season and in a 
different location of the atmosphere. Nevertheless, the 
model represented the best estimate of atmospheric 
variability that was available at the time. 

A mean number of 25 ABMs were predicted to oc
cur between the start of main phase and aerobraking 
termination, with 80% of them being up-maneuvers (to 
raise the periapsis altitude). Down-maneuvers only oc
curred during the first part of main phase, when the 
natural altitude drift tended to reduce the peri apsis alti
tude and move the peak heat rate on each orbit towards 
the upper corridor bound. The remainder of aerobrak
ing, which occurred after passage over the pole, re
quired up-maneuvers to counter this effect. This part of 

the mission (second half of main phase, endgame and 
walkout) required more maneuvers because it encom
passed more drag passes, due to the reduced orbit pe
riod. In fact, of the 370 total aerobraking orbits that 
were predicted, 115 occurred during the walkout phase 
of the mission when the orbit lifetime constraint was 
dominant. This result was used by the navigation team 
to understand how many walkout orbits could be elimi
nated by propulsively terminating aero braking before 
the 400 km apoapsis altitude goal was reached. By trad
ing the amount of fuel required for various aero braking 
termination maneuvers against the number of drag 
passes that would be averted, it was possible to deter
mine the point at which the overall mission risk was 
reduced by ending aerobraking early. During flight, 
approximately 30 mls of fuel was eventually used to 
terminate aerobraking 2.5 days early, thus eliminating 
-30 walkout orbits.4 

Another important result is evident from compari
son of the initial conditions in Table 1 with the results 
in Table 3, where the inclination can be seen to de
crease by -0.2 deg over the course of aerobraking. This 
decrease occurred because the drag was aligned with 
the relative velocity vector, and the inclination was 
based upon the inertial velocity, so the angle between 
the two velocity vectors caused a shift in the inclina
tion. The reduction was accounted for by biasing the 
inclination targeted by the MOl maneuver by 0.25 deg, 
a value that was based upon predictions from pre-flight 
aero braking simulations. The results of these simula
tions also demonstrated that biasing the inclination 
slightly upward improved the final L TST since the 

Table 3. Nominal mission runout Monte-Carlo statistics 

Parameter Mean I-Percentile 99-Percentile I-Sigma 

Aerobraking Duration 69.7 60.6 81.2 4.1 

Aerobraking End Date I2-Jan-02 02-Jan-02 23-Jan-02 

NO.ofABMs 25 19 33 3 

No. of up maneuvers 20 15 27 3 

No. of down maneuvers 5 3 7 

ABM DV usage, mls 17.9 15.2 21.2 1.3 

Final inclination, deg 93.20 92.92 93.49 0.13 

Final longitude of ascending node, deg 40.19 38.23 42.32 0.90 

Final argument of periapsis, deg 6.54 -8.59 20.67 6.19 

Final LTST, HH:MM 3:06 PM 2:43 PM 3:22PM 7 min 

Total No. of Aerobraking Orbits 370 321 428 22 

No. of Walkout Orbits 115 98 132 8 
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higher inclination caused the line of nodes to precess 
more, thus slowing the reduction in LTSr due to the 
motion of Mars about the Sun. 

A representative time history of each aerobraking 
orbit's peak heat rate is shown in Fig. 6 along with the 
nominal corridor that was in place at the beginning of 
the mission. As aero braking commenced it was under
stood that the corridor would likely change periodically 
as trends in atmospheric behavior were observed and 
the level of success that the project team had in fore
casting its behavior became apparent. This idea was 
reflected in the design of the initial corridor, which had 
a width of 0.18 W/cm2 and an upper bound that pro
vided 100% thermal margin for the first week after 
walkin (10-15 orbits) when the atmosphere models 
were being calibrated, and 80% margin for the rest of 
main phase and end game. During flight the 100% mar
gin limit was maintained much longer than a week be
cause of higher than expected atmospheric variability. 

The results shown in Fig. 6 are from one of the 
1000 perturbed cases run in the Monte Carlo analysis, 
which is why there are a significant number of upper 
and lower bound violations. Recall that the POST simu
lation paused at the first slot in each 24-hr planning 
interval so that a procedure could be carried out to pre
dict the peak heat rates over the next day, thus enabling 
maneuvers to be scheduled that would prevent future 
corridor violations. These predictions were made using 
a nominal, unperturbed MG2K atmosphere that in
cluded the longitude-dependent wave model but not 
dispersions in the density scale factor. Since maneuver 
decisions were based upon assumed nominal atmos
pheric behavior, when the simulation was propagated 
forward using the actual atmosphere that included the 
random density scale factor perturbations, it was possi
ble for the corridor limits to be violated. This process 
was designed to mimic the operational procedure in 

which ABM decisions made during flight would be 
based upon predictions from a simulation that was run 
using a fixed atmospheric model. 

Prior to flight, numerous trade studies were per
formed to determine the bounds of the heating control 
corridor. The corridor design was important because it 
affected how far the spacecraft could dip into the at
mosphere, thus establishing the pace of aero braking as 
well as the likelihood of thermal damage from unantici
pated orbit-to-orbit fluctuations in atmospheric density. 
The influence of the corridor on the aerobraking trajec
tory can be seen by comparing three different Monte 
Carlo analyses, each employing a different corridor. 
The baseline case utilized the nominal corridor that was 
planned for use at the beginning of main phase aero
braking (100% margin for the first 10 orbits, 80% mar
gin for the rest of aerobraking, 0.18 W/cm2 corridor 
width). Two additional cases were included that dem
onstrated the effect of a different upper bound (130% 
margin) and a different corridor width (0.12 W/cm2). 

Figure 7 shows the frequency of violating various levels 
of thermal margin for each of the three corridors. For 
instance, in the baseline case roughly 4% of the drag 
passes in all 1000 perturbed simulations had a peak heat 
rate that exceeded the upper corridor limit (i.e., had less 
than 80% margin). For the case with the narrower cor
ridor, the number of upper-limit violations increased 
because the peak heat rate on each orbit was kept closer 
to the top of the corridor and large fluctuations in den
sity was more likely to occur in the vicinity of the upper 
bound. Conversely, there were significantly less corri
dor violations for the 130% corridor case because the 
peak density during each drag pass was lower; and 
therefore, the density perturbations, which were applied 
as a percentage of the nominal density, were smaller. 

The effect of the corridor design on other trajectory 
parameters is shown in Table 4. Decreasing the corridor 

Table 4. Effect of corridor design on mean values of aerobraking trajectory results 

Parameter 
80% Corridor, 0.18 80% Corridor, 0.12 130% Corridor, 0.18 

W/cm"2 Wide W/cm"2 Wide W/cm"2 Wide 

Aerobraking Duration 69.7 62.1 97.9 
Aerobraking End Date 12-Jan-02 04-Jan-02 09-Feb-02 

No.ofABMs 25 39 22 
ABM DV usage, mls 17.9 18.9 18.8 
Final L TST, HH:MM 3:06PM 3:21 PM 2:13 PM 

Total No. of Aerobraking Orbits 370 326 467 
No. of Walkout Orbits 115 114 120 
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width reduced the mean aero braking duration by more 
than a week and provided an additional 15 minutes of 
L TST margin. However, the more constraining corridor 
also required 14 more ABMs than the baseline case, 
although only 1 mls of additional!::" V was required for 
the extra maneuvers. When the upper corridor limit was 
reduced to the 130% margin level, nearly 1 00 addi
tional drag passes were required over the baseline case, 
and the aerobraking duration increased by more than 
40%, causing the final LTST to drop below the 2:18 
PM limit. Ultimately, the baseline corridor was selected 
for use during the beginning of aerobraking because 
there was a low probability of exceeding the flight al
lowable thermal limit and the ABM frequency was 
within the project goal of20-30 maneuvers. 

A final aspect of the corridor design that was per
formed with the POST simulation was the development 
of the walkout corridor, which was designed to main
tain the project-mandated 24-hour orbit lifetime con
straint. Initial studies indicated that the lifetime con
straint became dominant when the apoapsis altitude 
dropped below 1500 km. A technique was developed 
using Monte Carlo analysis to provide a statistical rela
tion between heat rate and orbit lifetime, so that the 
same corridor control scheme used during main phase 
and endgame could also be employed during walkout. 
The procedure was carried out at a discrete set of initial 
apoapsis altitudes between 400 and 1500 km. For each 
apoapsis altitude, 1000 perturbed simulations were per
formed using a range of input uncertainties that in
cluded aerodynamic coefficients, density perturbations, 
dust opacity and initial longitude. The initial longitude 
was varied uniformly between 0 and 360 deg, and had 
to be included as an uncertainty because it dictated 
which part of the longitude-dependent wave model 
would be sampled during the simulation. Perturbed 
cases that had more drag passes occurring during wave 
peaks tended to have lower orbit lifetimes. 

Each simulation was started at periapsis with the 
altitude adjusted so that the initial heat rate for all 1000 
cases was the same. The trajectory was then propagated 
forward, without maneuvers, until the apoapsis altitude 
fell below 300 km. The orbit lifetime was computed as 
the time between the first and last apoapses, and the 50-
percentile value, derived from the results of all of the 
cases, was defined as the orbit lifetime at that particular 
apoapsis altitude and initial periapsis heat rate. Figure 8 
shows a representative set of results where the variation 
of the 50-percentile lifetime is plotted for three different 
initial periapsis heat rates at a range of apoapsis alti
tudes. By noting where these results intersected the 24-
hr line (or any other line, for that matter), an upper 
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walkout corridor was constructed. During walkout the 
corridor control strategy was modified to keep the peri
apsis heat rate of each drag pass beneath this upper 
limit to ensure that the orbit lifetime remained above 
24-hr. Although the lower limit was not important since 
the heat rate trended upwards during walkout, it was set 
at a small, positive value to prevent aerobraking from 
stalling out. 

In addition to defining the heating control corridor, 
the POST simulation was also used to understand the 
effect that various atmospheric modeling parameters 
had on the aerobraking trajectory. This capability 
proved to be particularly useful when it became neces
sary to evaluate a new version of the Mars-GRAM at
mosphere model midway through the aero braking de
sign process. Initial aerobraking design studies had 
been performed using the Mars-GRAM 3.7 (MG37) 
model, which was similar to the Mars-GRAM model 
used to support MGS aero braking. When the Mars
GRAM 2000 version became available and was incor
porated into the Odyssey aero braking simulation, the 
results differed significantly from those obtained previ
ously with MG37. In particular, for every comparison 
case that was run, the aerobraking duration was 30-50% 
longer in the simulations that employed the MG2K 
model. 

Further inspection of the results from both atmos
phere models showed a large disparity in density scale 
height predictions over the range of altitudes and lati
tudes associated with Mars Odyssey aerobraking. The 
scale height (or lapse rate) is a measure of the rate at 
which density drops off with increasing altitude, and 
has a significant effect on the duration of aero braking 
because it directly impacts the amount of energy that is 
removed during each drag pass. 

-!::,.h 

h 
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This effect is illustrated in Fig. 9, where density 
profiles computed by both models are plotted for a 
typical drag pass. The two dashed lines show the den
sity predicted by each model when the same trajectory 
was followed. Since the density predicted by MG2K 
was lower for the given altitude than that predicted by 
MG37, the corridor logic within the simulation would 
generally force the MG2K simulation to perform a 
deeper drag pass, thus enabling the peak density to 
match the MG37 value. When the altitude used to gen-
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erate the density profiles in Fig. 9 was adjusted so that 
the peak density predicted by MG2K matched the peak 
value predicted by MG37, the curves still differed sig
nificantly because the lapse rates were different. Spe
cifically, the MG2K case had a lower scale height, 
which caused the density to decrease at a faster rate 
than in the MG37 case. Consequently, the amount of 
energy removed from the drag pass was less because 
the integral of drag over the pass was lower. When this 
effect was repeated over many drag passes, the rate of 
aerobraking slowed down significantly, causing the 
aero braking duration to increase. 

Figures lOa and lOb show a representative aero
braking trajectory plotted on top of density scale height 
contours that were generated with MG37 and MG2K, 
respectively. For this region of the atmosphere, it is 
clear that the structure of each atmospheric model is 
very different, and that the scale heights predicted by 
MG37 are generally much larger than those predicted 
by MG2K. These modeling differences resulted in large 
discrepancies in many of the trajectory parameters that 
were predicted by the two simulations, a point that is 
demonstrated in Fig. 11, which compares the final 
LTST envelopes computed from Monte Carlo analyses 
for a range of different initial orbit periods using both 
atmosphere models. The results shown are representa
tive and were derived from earlier studies that utilized 
different initial conditions, preliminary simulation 
models and a higher thermal margin corridor. Neverthe
less, the figure shows that in order for the 99-percentile 
low final LTST to meet the 2:00 PM limit (the goal at 
the time of the study), the post-walkin orbit period had 
to be less than 22 hr with the MG37 model and less 
than 16 hr with MG2K. 

Odyssey's Atmospheric Advisory Group ultimately 
decided to select MG2K as the official atmosphere 
model for the Project. This decision was made primar
ily because the scale heights predicted by MG2K were 
believed to be more accurate in the range of altitudes 
where aero braking would be taking place based on data 
obtained during MGS aerobraking. MG37 was an ap
propriate choice for MGS aero braking, which occurred 
at higher altitudes than Odyssey. 

Flight Operations 

During flight operations, NASA LaRC supported 
the flight navigation team in the daily aero braking 
planning process by employing the POST simulation to 
evaluate maneuver options and compare the effect of 
different atmospheric models on the predicted trajec
tory. The capability to perform Monte Carlo trajectory 
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analyses was used extensively to provide a statistical 
basis for the options that were considered. The LaRC 
results were used strictly to support the decision analy
sis, and all candidate maneuver choices had to be veri
fied in the JPL flight-qualified simulation before an 
ABM decision was finalized. 

LaRC's participation in the daily operational proc
ess was an added risk-reduction measure taken by the 
project to augment the JPL navigation team. Due to the 
favorable 3-hr time difference between the two centers, 
LaRC was often able to screen many of the available 
maneuver options and deliver a package of initial re
sults to JPL by the start of the JPL day. Also, having a 
completely independent simulation provided an effec
tive method of validating the JPL simulation throughout 
aero braking. This proved to be a valuable capability 
when a discrepancy that was detected between the re
sults of each simulation led to the discovery of an incor
rect atmospheric modeling input. The 3-hr time differ
ence also aided the LaRC effort, as the JPL team would 
provide analyses they had done after the LaRC day. 

The operational procedure followed by LaRC be
gan each morning when a set of deterministic trajectory 
simulations, utilizing only nominal input data, was per
formed for each of the available atmospheric models. 
One of these models (called the navigation atmosphere 
model) was maintained by the navigation team and con
sisted of a multiplier that was applied to the baseline 
density predicted by MG2K. Additional models that 
included the effects of longitude-dependent density 
waves were continuously updated and refmed through
out aerobraking as drag passes were completed. In gen
eral, the LDW models that were developed were not 
able to accurately predict density over a number of or
bits, and were thus used primarily to provide qualitative 
information on current atmospheric trends.17 Conse
quently, almost all of the eventual maneuver decisions 
were based on simulations that employed the navigation 
team's atmosphere model. 

These initial deterministic simulations, which did 
not include maneuvers, were initiated from orbital ele
ments derived from the most recent telemetry data and 
propagated forward over the next three 24-hr planning 
intervals. During main phase and end game, the results 
from the various wave model cases were compared to a 
simulation that utilized a simplified gravity model (J2 
and J3 terms only) to determine whether swings in heat 
rate were caused by predicted density waves or gravity
induced altitude perturbations. If there were no corridor 
violations caused by density waves for the orbits cov
ered by the current planning interval, the LDW models 
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were usually not considered any further in that day's 
analysis. 

Monte Carlo analyses based on the deterministic 
simulations were performed for the cases that could 
affect the maneuver decision. In all of the Monte Carlo 
analyses that were conducted, 1000 perturbed simula
tions were run that included all of the uncertainties 
listed in Table 2 except for dust opacity, which was set 
at its nominal value of 1.0. The mean value of the den
sity scale factor (the same multiplier used in the naviga
tion atmosphere model) was the value that provided the 
best fit between MG2K predictions and data from re
cent drag passes. Likewise, its standard-of-deviation 
was based upon the latest level of orbit-to-orbit density 
variability. Both statistical parameters were continu
ously tracked and updated any time they changed sig
nificantly. Midway through flight, the uncertainty in the 
aerodynamic force coefficients was lowered from ±15% 
to ±6% for CA and ± 10% for CN and Cy , based upon 
comparisons that were made between the aerodynamic 
database and accelerometer measurements. 

Since not performing an ABM was always the first 
option considered, the initial Monte Carlo analysis that 
was performed each day was for the no-maneuver case. 
A typical heat rate corridor plot produced by this analy
sis is shown in Fig. 12. For each drag pass the mean, 1 
and 99-percentile peak heat rates were plotted against 
the current heating control corridor and the flight al
lowable (FA) and immediate action (IA) limits. The 
immediate action limit was a further safeguard that was 
implemented to prevent the peak heat rate from exceed
ing the flight allowable limit, and any violation of the 
IA line would force a periapsis-raise maneuver to be 
performed at the next apoapsis. 

In general, the Monte Carlo analyses were used as 
a guide by the navigation team in making maneuver 
recommendations. However, the Monte Carlo results 
were often a major factor in ABM decisions, and in 
practice a periapsis-raise maneuver was always per
formed when a 99-percentile heat rate exceeded the FA 
limit, and usually performed when it exceeded the IA 
limit. 

In Fig. 12, the 99-percentile heat rate obtained 
from using the density scale factor statistics from the 
current navigation wave model (mean = 0.8, G = 0.20) 
exceeded the FA limit. By linearly scaling the distance 
between the mean and 99-percentile heat rate values it 
was possible to estimate how the 99-percentile values 
would change for a different value of G without running 
additional Monte Carlo cases. This technique was par-
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ticularly useful in assessing the sensitivity of the heat 
rate statistics to short-term swings in orbit-to-orbit den
sity variability. For the case shown in Fig. 12, a periap
sis-raise maneuver was clearly required since there 
were 99-percentile violations of the FA limit predicted 
with both a nominal and a slightly lower estimate of G. 

When the no-maneuver Monte Carlo case had a 99-
percentile heat rate that exceeded the IA line, a set of 
deterministic trajectory simulations was run that in
cluded an ABM at a slot prior to the violation. Each of 
these simulations utilized a different maneuver magni
tude that was available to the spacecraft, corresponding 
to a predefined menu that was uploaded once per week. 
Fig. 13 shows the predicted heat rate time history from 
these deterministic trajectories for the same case dis
cussed in Fig. 12. Each of the three maneuvers that 
were considered lowered all of the predicted heat rates 
over the planning interval into the corridor. Monte 
Carlo analyses were then performed for the reasonable 
maneuver choices, to determine the effect of the ABM 
on the heat rate statistics. Fig. 14 shows that for the 
0.85 mls periapsis-raise maneuver, the 99-percentile 
heat rate was lowered significantly, and no violations of 
the IA line were predicted until orbit 201. Ultimately, 
this was the maneuver that was recommended by the 
navigation team because another maneuver was not 
likely to be needed for two days, and that was the de
sired ABM frequency at this time of the mission. 

One phase of aero braking where Monte Carlo 
analysis was particularly useful was during the 3:1 
resonance period when the orbit period was just over 8-
hr. During this time Odyssey passed over the same 
three longitudes for several days, thus effectively am
plifying the periapsis altitude variations caused by the 
Martian Gravity field. The relationship between the 
gravity-induced altitude change, Llilp, and longitude is 
shown in Fig. 15. Monte Carlo analyses predicted that 
Odyssey would likely pass close to the 210 deg. E. lon
gitude band, thus potentially incurring nearly a 1.5 km 
drop in altitude every three orbits. In Fig. 16, the 1 and 
99-percentile Monte Carlo results were used to define 
the envelope of potential peri apsis altitudes during the 
resonance period (orbits 70-90). The figure indicates 
that the post-resonance periapsis altitude had a total 
uncertainty of more than 14 km. By having advanced 
knowledge of this large uncertainty in periapsis altitude, 
the navigation team had more time to consider different 
maneuver strategies than if only a single deterministic 
simulation had been performed. 

During the walkout phase of aero braking, the crite
ria for making ABM decisions became orbit lifetime. 
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The same basic simulation and Monte Carlo approach 
used during main phase and end game were also used 
here, with the only difference being that each trajectory 
was propagated forward until the orbit lifetime con
straint (h. < 300 km) was met. Once the time that this 
occurred was known, the lifetime at any previous 
apoapsis was simply the difference between the final 
time and the time of that apoapsis. Whenever an ABM 
was performed in the simulation the orbit lifetime at 
apoapses occurring after the maneuver had to be refer
enced to a new propagation carried out from the ma
neuver point to the lifetime condition. Results from a 
typical walkout Monte Carlo analysis are shown in Fig. 
17. For this case an ABM had to be performed at 
apoapsis 271 to satisfy the project requirement that the 
mean orbit lifetime always be above 24-hr in the daily 
planning interval. The I-percentile low lifetime differed 
by about 6-hr from the mean lifetime, which was typi
cal in these analyses. This result was important because 
it showed that the 24-hr mean lifetime requirement su
perseded another project mandate that required the 1-
percentile lifetime to be greater than S-hr. 

In addition to supporting daily maneuver decisions, 
the LaRC simulation was the primary trajectory analy
sis tool that was used to predict the aerobraking termi
nation date. This was a key parameter that was tracked 
each week by the project to gauge aero braking pro
gress. Early in the mission, higher-than-expected at
mospheric variability forced the project to take a more 
conservative approach to aero braking by maintaining an 
upper corridor limit that provided 100% thermal margin 
for most of main phase. The original plans going into 
aero braking had called for the upper bound to be raised 
to the SO% level after the first 10-15 aerobraking orbits. 
The increased conservatism hampered the progress of 
aerobraking and created concern that the final LTST 
would fall below the 2:1S PM limit. Mission simula
tions that modeled various corridor control strategies 
were performed each week and compared to the Monte 
Carlo results from the current corridor scheme. This 
process is illustrated in Fig. IS, which shows the results 
of mission simulations beginning 13 orbits after walkin, 
when the decision was made to continue using the 
100% corridor. An IS-min penalty in final LTST was 
incurred by changing from the original strategy to the 
100% corridor. The additional case indicated that the 
corridor would have to be lowered by approximately 
O.OS W/cm2 before the mean value of final LTST fell 
below the 2: IS PM limit. These types of results were 
useful in providing a measure of the cost of conserva
tism, which was helpful when daily maneuver decisions 
were being made to protect against potential heat rate 
violations. 

14 

Another technique was devised to estimate the 
theoretical best and worst-case final L TST values that 
could be attained at various points in the mission. Using 
this approach, fictitious trajectories were simulated that 
had maneuvers performed at every apoapsis to force the 
peak heat rate of each orbit to equal the upper (best
case) or lower (worst-case) corridor limit. Typical re
sults of this analysis are shown in Fig. 19 and were used 
to gauge the effect of maintaining various positions 
within a given corridor on the final L TST. 

Each week the total number of aero braking orbits 
was predicted using a Monte Carlo analysis that em
ployed the most recent corridor control strategy. This 
plot, shown in Fig. 20, provided a measure of aerobrak
ing progress, and showed the effectiveness of various 
changes that were made in the corridor control strategy. 
After four weeks of aero braking the mean number of 
aero braking orbits predicted by the Monte Carlo analy
sis had stabilized near 420. At this the spacecraft began 
to aerobraking in the polar regions of the atmosphere, 
and the orbit-to-orbit density variability decreased sig
nificantly. Mission Monte Carlo simulation results were 
used by the project to aid in the decision to increase the 
upper corridor to the SO% margin level during passage 
through this more quiescent part of the atmosphere. 
This shift in strategy significantly improved the rate of 
aero braking, and the total number of predicted aero
braking orbits decreased to roughly 360. After the peri
apsis point moved over the pole, the 100% corridor was 
reinstated. 

Summary 

On January 11, 2002, a propulsive maneuver was 
performed to raise Odyssey's periapsis altitude out of 
the atmosphere, thus marking the end of the successful 
aerobraking phase of the mission. The spacecraft per
formed 332 drag passes without exceeding the design 
limits of the spacecraft, despite higher than expected 
levels of atmospheric variability during much of main 
phase. Furthermore, the local true solar time of the de
scending node at the end of aero braking was 3 :04 PM, 
well above the limit that was chosen to prevent power 
collection problems. The satisfaction of these mission 
constraints was due in large part to the ability of the 
Flight Operations Team, which was composed of nu
merous geographically dispersed organizations, to work 
together. The effective coordination of the many di
verse roles played by the various participants helped 
reduce risk and enhance the probability of mission suc
cess. 
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This paper discussed the contributions made by 
NASA LaRC in support of the JPL navigation team 
throughout the planning and operational phases of the 
aerobraking mission. In particular, the development of 
an independent aerobraking simulation, which began as 
a risk-reduction measure to validate early aerobraking 
studies, and evolved into a useful operational tool that 
provided capabilities never before employed in an 
aerobraking mission is described. The inclusion of pre
dictive maneuver logic that mimicked operational deci
sion-making was an important feature that enabled the 
simulation to act as a testbed for various aerobraking 
control strategies during pre-flight planning. In addi
tion, the ability to perform Monte Carlo trajectory 
analysis allowed for the estimation of the effect that 
various mission uncertainties, especially atmospheric 
variability, had on the aerobraking trajectory. This 
Monte Carlo capability was used for the first time in an 
aerobraking mission to provide statistical information 
for maneuver decision-making. Ultimately, the Mars 
Odyssey aerobraking experience demonstrated the 
value of having a capable, independent simulation for 
the support and validation of the flight navigation team. 
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